[Structural-metabolic changes in the ventricular myocardium in massive experimental pulmonary embolism].
A comparative study of hemodynamic and structural-metabolic changes in myocardium of right (RV) and left (LV) ventricles by compensative massive pulmonary embolism (MPE) and decompensated MPE was made in 29 mongrel dogs. By decompensated MPE the histoenzymological and ultrastructural methods reveal changes in RV which are not adequate to its high hemodynamic load: the catabolic enzymes activity decreases, the numeral density of mitochondrial profiles decreases too, the fraction of damaged mitochondria increases. By decompensated MPE the myocardial metabolism shifts from catabolic to biosynthetic processes, the activity of NADP.H-D and G-6-PDG increase in both ventricles.